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Fusion of Background Subtraction and Clustering

Techniques for Shadow Suppression in Video Sequences

Anuva Chowdhury*, Jung-pil Shin**, Ui-pil Chong***

This paper introduces a mixture of background subtraction technique and K-Means clustering algorithm for

removing shadows from video sequences. Lighting conditions cause an issue with segmentation. The proposed

method can successfully eradicate artifacts associated with lighting changes such as highlight and reflection,

and cast shadows of moving object from segmentation. In this paper, K-Means clustering algorithm is applied

to the foreground, which is initially fragmented by background subtraction technique. The estimated shadow

region is then superimposed on the background to eliminate the effects that cause redundancy in object

detection. Simulation results depict that the proposed approach is capable of removing shadows and reflections

from moving objects with an accuracy of more than 95% in every cases considered.

Keywords : Background subtraction, K-means clustering, shadow removal, video sequence.

It is necessary to eliminate the artifacts that misguide

the detection of moving objects, as it is the fundamental

step in many security based applications. Among the

segmentation methods, background subtraction is very

popular. This subtraction technique can be done in many

different ways to cope up with the challenges due to

change in illumination condition and object motion.

Mixture of Gaussian has been used to update the pixel

intensity to deal with changes in the background[1]. A

variety of bandwidth is used for kernel density

estimation to model the background [2]. A proposal of

using the mean shift vector has given in [3]. The

recursive update of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

can be found in [4]. The description of probabilistic

GMM using the color information of the scene is

enumerated in [5], which is further updated over time

automatically in [6]. Combination of running Gaussian

average filter with frame averaging process can also
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be used efficiently for removing shadows [7].

Performance of clustering has been improved in [9-10]

by considering its robustness against noise by improving

the objective function of FCM. Since, the shadow

intensity is quite similar to the background, and pixels

belong to lightning artifacts can never be a part of

foreground region, we consider hard clustering technique

for segmentation. Here, we propose to use K-means

clustering after the methodology given in [7] to groups

the region of interest and the artifacts in a way that the

unwanted region can easily be merged with the

background portion.

If Ft(x,y) represents the first frame, the foreground

mask is created by using the following equation:

    i f       


where, Rt(x,y)=|Ft(x,y)-Bt(x,y)| is the region created by

the moving object or due to the changes in lightening

conditions and TlandTu are the lower and upper

thresholds, respectively. Bt(x,y) represents the

background. The threshold values can be determined by
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the following ways:

here, S is a numeric value calculated experimentally

    

    


by the performance of the methodology. This value has

been added and subtracted to the pixel color value of

the segmented region to create the threshold mask to

estimate the foreground. Finally, the background is

updated over time as:

where, α is the learning rate, which determines the

  ××i f    

sensibility of the background to the variations, which

further defines the adaption speed of the background.

The K-Means is used to classify the foreground pixels

into several classes featuring the RGB intensities, based

on their inherent distance from each other. Here, the

intensity values are taken as the grouping centers,

where pixels of a class represent more similar

intensities. Thus the pixels belong to the artifacts fall on

the same cluster by minimizing the objective function,

Jobj. This can be calculated as follows:

  
  




  

 ∥  ∥


where,||xi
j-cj|| is the similarity between the image pixels,

n is the number of pixels and k is the number of
clusters.

Proposed algorithms

Our research study would like to propose the
following steps to accomplish the proposed methodology:

Step1: The original image is acquired in RGB

format.

Step2: The foreground can be obtained by

taking the standard deviation of each pixel from its

previous reference frame. As the pixel intensity values

changes each time due to the motion of the object, the

foreground mask can easily be obtained from the

consecutive frames. When this mask falls within the

given threshold the decision is foreground, otherwise

considered as background.

Step3: Each time the background progression is

accomplished to deal with the changes in the

background. For this, the value of α in equation 2 is

optimally selected as 0.02 during the experiment.

Step4: The segmented foreground may contain

dark cast shadow or other lightning artifacts. To solve

this problem, the image is now grouped into background,

foreground and shadow region by using K-means

clustering algorithm. Here, three clusters have been used

to contain the information of all pixels.

Step5: The shadow group is merged with the

background to remove the lightning artifacts fully from

the foreground.

Video sequences of 480×360 pixels resolution and frame

rate of 30 frames per second have been used in our

simulation. The three sequences “Fire”, “Sneak-Walk”

and “IK-Pole” are taken with different background

scene. The first video frame represents fire as an

object, where the fire produces strong reflection as well

as local change in illumination. The other two frames

represent moving object along with their dark cast

shadow.

The proposed method has been compared with the
method described by Tang, Miao and
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×

 


×












Wa in [7]. Both of these algorithms have been

implemented in the C++ environment using OpenCV

library. For each of the sequences, ground truth has

been prepared manually from the averages of three

frames to calculate the quality matrices, the Accuracy

(AC), Precision (PR) and the Sensitivity (Sen). The

calculation is as follows: here, TP (true positive) -

number of foreground pixels, TN (true negative) -

number of background, FP (false positive) - number of

pixels actually belongs to background but detected as

foreground and FN (false negative) - number of pixels
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Fig. 1. Visual comparison between the method in [7] and our
method in case of, large and dark cast shadow, (a) raw video frames,
(b) result of methodology given in [7] and (c) results of our
methodology.

actually belongs to foreground but detected as

background. The results are given in Table 1. The table

illustrates the excellent performance of the method under

heavy shadows and reflections except Sneak-walk. In

addition, figure 1visualizes the superiority of the

proposed algorithm with that in [7]. Here we see that

the method can easily removes artifacts caused by the

lightning changes from the object. But segmentation

becomes difficult whenever the object color and

background become indistinguishable. This leads

misclassification and object region remains undetected.

Table 1. Comparison of the proposed methodology with the existing algorithm

The paper presents a fusion technique to remove

shadow and other illumination effects from moving

object for video sequences. The proposal first segments

the image with background subtraction technique, where

foreground is detected from the deviation of each

consecutive frame from its previous frame. To pull out

the large dark cast shadow from the fragmented

foreground, over segmentation is done by K-Means

clustering algorithm, which partitions the shadow portion

from the object region. Extensive simulation results

demonstrate the success and efficiency of the proposed

combination in shadow removal as well as object

detection from video sequences.
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